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Questions

“Does Ruth have a specific framework for practice she is working with to ensure her organisation/staff/approaches are culturally safe and appropriate? Is this something she would be able to share?”

Ratna | 12 August 2019

“Aboriginal Community Connect has developed its own Cultural Supervision Framework, alongside Aboriginal and Non-Aboriginal workforce, community members and our clients. It isn’t available for sharing as our service is still trialling this cultural support models as well.”

Ruth Tulloch | 12 August 2019

“Thank you for sharing so succinctly on your key reflections and learnings. At uniting Ruth what was an important aspect of the executive leadership that supported/enabled success of the project in a non Aboriginal organisation.”

Jennifer | 12 August 2019

“I think at an Executive/Leadership level in any organisation; there should be a responsibility to have your own reflections and learnings about supporting Aboriginal services in your organisations. Ideally, open and transparent conversations need to occur ongoing with key persons in your organisation, community and clients who have the experiences to truly evaluate the effectiveness of your organisation in providing quality services to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people.”

Ruth Tulloch | 12 August 2019